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Abstract

There are many people with severe or moderate disabilitieswhohave been working

successfully in general factories orcompanies through the assistance of “job

accommodation” in recent years。For this reason, this study attempts to introduce the

concept of “job accommodation” to the teaching activities of vocational programs by

employing Action Research Method to eight students, who have adisability degree of

either mild， moderate or severe;three of them are autistic and five of them arementally

retarded, and all of them are grade 11 students of a special education school. The duration

of this research lasts 15 weeks， three times a week， 40 minutes each time。 The

objectives of the researchare to investigate the following issues on the employ the job

accommodation to vocational program: 1. the design of teaching activities; 2. the

feasibilities of employing it to our vocational program; 3. to evaluate the benefits for

teachers and students.The results of this study show that the employing of job

accommodation concept to the vocational programs of a special education school：1. are

useful to help students with disabilities show their potential and accommodate for their

jobs；2. can assist studentsinovercoming their barriers and helping them build up their

self-confidence while working；3. will need the input of teacher’s creativities but won’t

cost much。
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一、Research background and motivation

For many teachers of the special education class in vocational school，the challenge for

the teaching ofthevocational courses is very tough。The special education teachers of

the general vocationaltechniques section of the senior vocational school alwayslack of

vocational training backgroundand hard torespondthe requirements for vocational

techniques teaching(林子建，2004)。The student are limited by the disabilities of

themselves、slow learning、poor learning attitude、lack of independent working



ability、insufficient capability to adjust the changing circumstances、fundamental

physicalstrength、mind and intellectual capability andthelearningcapability。The

variations of the students areverybroad which make the difficulties for learning

become higher。趙文漢（2001）foundthatthevocational advanced courses for the

teachers of the special class in senior vocational special education class to be

intensified include theteaching methods andtechniques，the next is the professional

courses。How to assist the teachers in senior vocational school toresponse to the

specialty of the students and develop the effective teaching methods is an important

subject。

The researcher has been working in the vocational training organization forpeople

with disabilities for 5 years and have the opportunities to practically experience to

acknowledge the effects of thejob accommodation on thepeople with disabilitiesand try

to apply thejob accommodation concept on the teaching courses to investigatethe effects

ofthebenefits for students and teachers by using thejob accommodation concept and the

design of the supporting devices。The main objectives of this research include：

1.Theapplication ofjob accommodation concept on the teaching courses design of the

vocational school courses。

2.The feasibility of the application ofjob accommodation onthe course teaching ofthis

working group。

3.To investigate the effects of this concept to the teachers and students of this working

group。

二.References Searching

Legislatively，although thepeople with disabilities and the normal people should have

equalemployment opportunities，however, due to the limitations of thephysiological and

psychological limitations of thepeople with disabilities，more or less their job

opportunities will be deprived。Many countries in the world adopt the corresponding



implements to assist thepeople with disabilities to findoccupation。To help the disabled

people effectively adjust the real working world，the special education andrehabilitation

organizations have developed many related training programs and techniques，job

accommodation isamong one of them。In the special report of the employment services

conference forpeople with disabilities in 1999，陳建中 has a clear description on thejob

accommodation concept：job accommodation for thepeople with disabilities means that

after the implement of the work analysis for thepeople with disabilities，there is a

cooperative job capabilityevaluation，such as the physical conditions、mental conditions、

knowledge and professional experiences， to find the reasons and difficulties why the

people with disabilities could not accomplish their job requirements and further adjust the

work methods、job contents or improve the working environments to abolish the variations

of thepeople with disabilities and the occupation environmentand not cause the burden of

thepeople with disabilities，so as to promote the production capacitywhile not interfere the

work and other members。陳妙玫(1999) indicated the major factors for the successful

employment of thepeople with disabilities lies inthejob accommodation and the provision

of thesupporting devices。Thejob accommodation is very important factor foroccupation

stability andoccupation adjustment of thepeople with disabilities(李基甸，1999；陳妙

玫，2000；關婉珍，1996)。Through the guidance and the assistance，the obstacles of

the original existentworking environment are greatly reduced and make them happily

work in the job field。

The working environment improvement for thepeople with disabilities has been

gradually emphasized and promoted in the recent 20-30 years，practically，the agenda of

thejob accommodation has been existed。In her research work，邱滿豔 (2000)

categorized the related theory and models of thejob accommodation into 7 classes:

rational-economic man model、social man model、self-actualizing man model、complex

man model、human engineering、ecological model and thesystems approach to placement



counseling model。Over the past few years，with the surgeof the occupation services

models ofthe“Natural Support” and ecology，the case studiesfor theoccupation

guidance members require thejob accommodation or use the supporting devices to

improve the working environment to make thepeople with disabilities could adjust the

working conditions of the general occupation field (Goetz, Certo,Dowering & Lee, 1996)。

三. Research Methods

(一)、Research targets：

8 students of thesecond grade vocational course kitchen worker and cleaning group

of thesenior vocational school as the target。Thedisableclassification and degree of the

students are：(1) mental retarded：moderate，5(2)autistics：minor、moderate、severe，

1 for each。Characteristics of the students：(1)characteristics of themental retardedare the

lower of theintellectual capability、significant limitation of the adjustment behaviors；

defects in concentration、memory、lack ofclassification capability andthe incapability to

organize the learning materials limit thedevelopment of the learning and proficient

techniques of the students(鈕文英，2003)。(2) Characteristic of theautistic people：

communication difficulties in oral and non-oral、fixed and limited behaviors and

interests，unbalance of acknowledgement capability、too higher and lower activities

quantities、hard to concentrate、lack of active motivation、special afraid and love for

something、have some self-destructive and attacking behaviors(宋維村，2000)。There are

more difficulties in work rate、active initiative work andindependent and concentration

workon the work capabilities of the students in this section after evaluation。

(二)、Implement methods

1. Courses design

The teaching research proceeded for 15 weeks，the vocation courses time of this group

from 8:20AM-11:30AM on each Monday, Wednesday and Friday。From 8:20AM

-10:20AMas the learning period for cleaning。This research takes the kitchen learning



period from10:30-11-20AM。Based on the job contents，8 students are divided into

twogroups: the sub-meals preparation (fruit or beverage after meal)andthevegetables

take up devices group to proceed the teaching。The skeleton of the courses design are

based on the 5 steps of thejob accommodation proposed by Saab &Gamble(2006) of

AmericanJob accommodation Consultation Center：(1) Define the difficulties

encountered(2) Evaluation of the requirements of the disabled people(3) Whether the

job adjustment is available(4) Redefine the difficulties encountered(5) To examine

whetherjob accommodation could solve all the difficulties encountered。Job

accommodation methods could be categorized into 4 classes based on thejob

accommodation cases studies domestically and abroad：(1)non-obstacle environments

(2) working machinery and equipment supporting devices(3)job contents andthejob

flow diagram adjustment(4) joboccupation supporting system。In our teaching, we

implement based on method(2)(3)。The jobs that the students are responsible are

divided based on how difficultyis after the job analysis。Job difficulties of the

sub-meals preparationgroup is higher than the vegetables take up devices group。Job

distribution and teaching are based on the advantages and disadvantages of the

students，jobtake turns will be done afterthe students are skillful on the job。The

evaluation of the assistance of the difficulties the students might encountered after the

work is complete and the adjustments or supporting devices required will be done after

the job distribution。

2. Considerations of the courses design

The students should be able to independently and accurately fulfill the responsible

work within the period required。The major job content is to assist the kitchen cookto

prepare the sub-meals and the vegetables take up devices。The major difficulty is to

accomplish the work before 11:20AM。Difficulties for the sub-meals include：8 meal

cart for the4learningdepartment and administration department，not only to list the



number of the people in each meal cart and prepare the accurate quantity of the

sub-meals，the variations of the meal number should be quickly responded and make

thecorrect adjustment。Key points to consider include：how to make the students

independently、faster、accurate quantity and not to put in the wrong cart，also each

student could participate in and learn( some student has no quantity concept and can

not count)。Difficulties for thevegetables take up devicesgroup include：4 kinds of

vegetables take up devices should be varied with variations of the daily vegetables，

sometimes the same device should have more than one piece。Key points to

consider：how to make the students take up the right types and quantity of the devices。

3. Recording methods：

(1).Use the teaching daily booklet to record the situations of each teaching to

self- examination for the teaching。

(2).The students use the self-fill up job checking table to record their learning

situations。

(3).The students takethe practical photograph to record the learning situations

andtheaccomplishments of the students themselves。

四、Results and discussion

(一)、Sub-meals：

1.Job accommodation items used by students and the target table：

Students nameJob

accommodation

and the supporting

devices items

Desired objectives Difficulties

could be

overcome

Luo





Gan

○

○

Hu





lin

○

○

1.Job distributions Development of the

advantages

Inferiority

capability

* * * *



capability

2. Items of the

checking table

Independent

capability

Variations of the

member number

* *

3.Job procedure

indication

card(figure)

Independence ignorant、forget

the job flow

diagram

* *

4.Number plate

supporting

devices+ color

paper booklet

rapid、correct

quantity、self-

examination

Wrong

calculation、slow

calculation and

can not calculate

* * * *

5. Color paper

booklet

Self- examination Put in the wrong

cart

* * * *

2.Manifestation of the students in sub-meals group：

Luo：severeautistic student，hard to accept variations， hard to cooperate with other

people，slow working rate，coulduse the checking table to pre-demonstrate the

variations of the meal number on the checking table to make him fulfill the

capability ofreadingwordscharacteristics and fundamental calculationcapability

，could independently handle the difficulties of the variation of the meal number

and without the remind of the teacher；although could accurately count the

number，however, could completely the job fasterwith the assistance of the

number plate supporting devices。The job he takes is the most difficulty job of

this group。

Gan○○：occasionalguidance is required，hard to cooperate with other people，slow

working rate，occasionally need assistance only in the use of checking table，



could independently handle the situations of the variations of the number；

although could accurately count the number, however, the rate is slow，could

accomplish thework faster with theassistance of the number plate supporting

devices。

Hu：need strict guidance to concentrate on the work，could know the next step work

with the help of the job flow diagram card，without the remind of the teacher

besides，although could accurately count the number，could accomplish the work

faster with the use of the number plate supporting devices。

Lin○○：hard to concentrate，slow working rate，could not count the numbers，could

 understand the next step work with theassistance of the job flow diagram card

without the remind of the teacher，could accurately and faster toaccomplish the

workusing the number plate supporting device and color paper booklet。

(二)、Vegetables take up devices group

1.job accommodation items used by studentsand the target table：

Students nameJob

accommodation

and the

supporting

devices items

Desired objective Difficulties

could be

overcome

Tsai





Chang





Wu





Chang

○

○

1.Job distribution To develop the

predominant

capability

Inferiority

capability

* * * *

2.Job flow

diagram

Students could

prepare the right

vegetables take up

passive * * * *



devices and

quantity

3.Classification

box

Students could

prepare the right

vegetable devices

and quantity

Take the wrong

category and

quantity

* * * *

2.Manifestation of the students in sub-meals group：

Chang○○：the best of the concentration inthis group，only can classify the vegetable take

up devices with the arrangement of job distribution and job flow diagram and

arrange well of the quantity and type in accordance with requirements of the

kitchen cook to make himself and other students accomplish the job

sequentially。

Tsai：often need the arrangements of job distribution and job flow diagram to use the

oral anddifferentiation capability to arrange the vegetables take up devices

required by kitchen cook，and make himself and other student take up the

devices sequentially from the well arranged device box to accurately

accomplish the work。

Chang：needstrict guidance toconcentrate on the work，however，couldaccomplish

 the work follow the job flow diagram。

Wu：needstrict guidance toconcentrate on the work，however，could accomplish the

work follow the job flow diagram。

五、Conclusions

Although each students has his own advantages, there are various difficulties for each

student to independently and accuratelyaccomplish the work，some of the obstacles could

not be changed through learning。Through thejob accommodation method，such as the

application of the supporting devices and job contents orthe adjustments ofjob flow



diagram could make the students across the limitations of the obstacles，nor only the

students could participate in learning、to fulfill their capabilities and could independently

accomplish the work。The students could increase their confidence through the

accomplishment of their work。The application of thejob accommodation might take some

deep consideration and design by the teachers in the beginning，however, the

accomplishment is abundant once the students are familiar with the skills andthe costs is

not very expensive，the innovations of the teachers arerequired。

In the process of teaching，I try to find the variations of the concept ofjob

accommodation andthe special education，I found both jobs work on the same thing, i.e. to

makethe impossible things become possible，besides, theobstacles are the same when the

teacher face the eyes of the students。Previously, the teachers usuallyput the eyes on the

shortcomings of the students，the emphasis of teaching is to intensify something which the

students are not familiarwith。With the variations of the education trends，currently, the

eyes of the teachers not only on theshortcomings of the students, they also could find the

advantages of the students，In the teaching now,I notonly emphasis onlearning using the

advantages of the students，Icouldalso provide support or adjustments to matchwith the

capability and requirements of the students，such as the spirit of thejob accommodation is

from the passive offer of「man vs. human affairs」，change to the active design of「human

affairs vs. man」( the specialsuccessful caseeditionsof thejob accommodationof the

employer to thepeople with disabilities)。 Concept ofthejob accommodation has some

effect on my teaching，not only remind me of howto understand the students capability，

also make the students to participate in learningand give me manyinspirations in when to

provide、what to provideand how to providethesupport or adjustments in my teaching，

alsoincrease many possibilities in my teaching work。

六、 Recommendations

1. The functions of thejob accommodation is limited，the teachers themselves should



have a better understanding on the job contents、students capability and

characteristics。 In the arrangement of the work，the variations of the students

capability and job should not be too great，since thejob accommodation can not solve

thejob which is not suitable。We recommend the teachers could consult with the

ideas of the professional therapist and the physical therapists while in the teaching

courses design。

2. There exists many variations among the individual obstacles of the students and the

adjustment requirements，even though the students with thesimilar obstacle have

variations，not all thestudents with disabilities need thejob accommodation to

accomplish their work，somestudents only need slight modifications。

3. The design of the supporting devices should be easy to learn and operate，some

supporting devices could be removed after the students could skillfully control the job

techniques，suchas the job procedure indication card。With the variations of the job

requirements,thejob accommodation required by students and the supporting devices

shouldalsobe adjusted。

4. Thejob accommodation in special fields is one ofthe requisite course for

professional therapy andrehabilitation counseling，which is also therequisitecourse

for the professional training of the professional guidance members by theBureau of

Employment and Vocational Training；job accommodation is mainly applied on the

people withdisabilities who have been in the occupation market，very few of this

concept is applied in the teaching area。The main reason is that the teachers are not

very familiar with the concept of thejob accommodation。We recommendsome of

the members could be released to the teachers of special education school or the

special educationclass of the senior vocational schoolwhile the Labor Bureau open

the related training courses on professional guidance andassistance。
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